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In thIs Issue : Intro to jumps,forthcomIng fIxtures, get QualIfIed as an england athletIcs coach free*  
joIn us! - volunteer as a parent helper or become a coach/offIcIal

For all the latest news and reports on Amber Valley Athletes, 
remember to check our club website and our Facebook page - and we're also on Twitter!

Coaching Sessions ... at Rutland Sports Park - and now inside at the Tennis Centre

Winter training is now in full swing! Younger athletes are now based in the tennis centre, but will be outdoors  
dependant on weather conditions on Saturdays. Wednesday evenings they will be inside. Our older athletes 
will continue outside, unless weather conditions prevent this*.

Our current coaching sessions remain as follows:

Saturday - full club training sessions 10.00-12.00 - all groups, with exception of Recreation group, now benefit 
from athlete rotation enabling up to 2 different skills to be practiced

Tuesday & Thursday - coach 'invite' sessions for specialty groups including Javelin, Triple Jump, Long Jump, 
Middle Distance Running, Hurdles & Sprints - times are event specific but are generally 6.30-8.00 your coach 
will confirm time!

Wednesday - session for Recreation / Transition group 6.30-8.00 indoors in the Tennis Centre

*If for any reason the track becomes unavailable due to weather conditions we will post on our social media 
channels, so please ensure you are a member of our Facebook group and follow our Twitter account for updates.

... and please remember
Dress appropriately for winter training - you can never be sure of what the weather will be, and it may well 
change during your session (rain showers / sleet / etc) - so keep well wrapped up and have waterproofs etc 
at the ready just in case!

http://aveac.org.uk
https://www.facebook.com/groups/AVEAC
https://twitter.com/AVEACAthletics
https://www.facebook.com/groups/AVEAC
https://twitter.com/AVEACAthletics


Coaches Corner
In the first of our features on coaching, we present an article by Joe McColgan, Horizontal 
Jumps Coach.  We hope to include further coaching articles in future editions of the newslet-
ter. In his first article, Joe looks at the Long Jump and Triple Jump run up for Young Athletes. 

How long should a run up be?

The aim of the run up is to reach 
maximum controllable speed at 
take off. There will always be a 
slight slowing down of speed in 
the last two strides as the athlete 
prepares to take off, however, 
longer jumps are usually obtained 
by athletes who slow down least 
and can convert their Horizontal 
speed  on the run up into vertical 
force at take off. The run up in 
Triple Jump is more controlled 
at take off because the athlete 
is aiming to maintain speed 
throughout the jump by almost 
running off the board into the 
hop phase and not generating too 
much height.

The run up length in the Long 
Jump is usually longer than that 
used in the Triple Jump. Senior 
male long jumpers usually run 
between 20 and 24 strides; Senior 
Women, 18 to 22. Triple Jump run 
ups are usually in the 18 to 22 for 
men and 16 to 20 for women.
Younger athletes don’t need to 
run as far as senior athletes and a 
general rule of thumb is that their 
run up should roughly correspond 
to their age. So for Long Jump this 
would be:

   Strides

 Under 11   –  10 to 12
 Under 13   –  12 to 14 
 Under 15   –  14 to 16
 Under 17   –  16 to 18
 Under 20   –  18 to 20

For Triple Jump, which athletes 
can do from U15 you would 
shorten the above distances by 2 
strides.

Teaching the Long Jump run up

I’ve found over the years  that the best way to teach the run up to 
young athletes is to take them on to the track and allow them to sprint 
the required number of strides based on their age. Doing it on the track 
takes their focus away from the board and allows them to sprint natu-
rally. Having the board in front of them initially can make them ‘stutter’ 
their strides as they approach the take off, making it difficult for the 
Coach to gauge how far forward or backwards they should adjust their 
starting point. Here are some tips to teaching the run up:

	Ask the athlete which foot they prefer to jump off – right or left. 
This will be their ‘take off’ leg. Sometimes they will not be sure 
which leg is best, so ask them to take a few short jumps off 4/5 
strides from the pit and see which leg feels more comfortable. 
If they are still not sure, they can do a ‘Standing 3 consecutive 
Hop test’ off each leg. One leg is usually stronger than the other 
and should result in a greater distance being achieved in the ‘3 
Hop’ test. Use the stronger leg as their ‘take off’ leg.

	Ask the athlete to show you how they like to stand at the start of 
their run-up. Is their take-off foot forward or back? If it is for-
ward, the athlete will need to take an even number of steps in 
their run-up to ensure that this foot hits the board. If it is back, 
they will need to take an odd number of steps in their run-up.

	If the athlete is unsure which foot they like forward at the start 
of a long jump run-up, ask them to show you a standing “On 
Your Marks” starting position. The position that they take is gen-
erally how they will begin their long jump run-up.

	When the athlete has decided on their starting position, move 
on to the track. Mark a starting line on the track using tape or 
a cone. Get the athlete to sprint the required number of strides 
down the track based on the length of their run up. Count the 
strides and mark on the track with a piece of tape where their 
take off stride lands. For example, a ten year old, starting with 
their take off leg forward will run ten strides – a ten year old 
with their take off leg back at the start will need eleven strides.

	An easy way for the Coach to record the strides is count each 
time the take off leg strikes the ground. So for the ten year old 
athlete starting with their take off leg forward, the count would 
be; 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. For the athlete starting with their take off leg 
back it would be; 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11.



	After the first attempt place a cone opposite where their final 
stride strikes the ground. Repeat the run up on the track four or 
five times marking with tape each time the take off stride strikes 
the ground. If running consis-
tently, this should be around 
where you placed the cone  
after the first run. Look at the 
tape marks on the ground and 
base  the length of run up on 
the average of the ‘tape’ marks.

	Ask the athlete to ‘pigeon step’ 
the length of their run up. Take 
a note of the steps and ask 
them then to count the same 
number of steps on the run up 
from the long jump board away 
from the pit. There is usually a 
white line running along both 
sides of the run up so they should pigeon step sticking to the 
line to ensure they stay straight. 

	Now ask the athlete to do their run up again towards the pit. 
Emphasise that they should run fast in the exact same manner 
that they did on the track. This time they need to do a ‘pop’ up 
or ‘jump’ into the sand from 
the board. Don’t allow them to 
simply run through the sand. 
The reason for this is that when 
jumping the last stride is a little 
bit shorter than the preceding 
strides. 

	Check where the athlete takes 
off. If they are accurate on the 
board, leave the run up as it is. 
If they are over the board by 
say 20 centimetres ask them to 
move back a full shoe length, if 
behind by 20 centimetres, they 
need to move forward a shoe 
length. 

	Re-emphasise the need to run upright in a relaxed manner and 
avoid over shortening or over lengthening their strides as they 
approach the take off board. A good tip is to get them to sight 
their eye line towards the back of the pit rather than the board 
as they approach take off.

	Finally keep repeating the full  run up  throughout training year. 
Don’t just leave it to a few weeks before a competition. The key 
to a successful run up is to keep practicing it. If the run up is 
not developed adequately the rest of the Long Jump – take off, 
flight and landing – will suffer. 

Upcoming Competitions

Blow the Christmas & New 
Year Cobwebs away with a 
competition!

Although it's winter, indoor 
competitions and Cross Country 
events are available, here are a 
few to consider:

*** Please note, some competitions have closing 

dates which may have passed, although you could 

always go to spectate if you're missing live Athletics! 

Please double-check on events' website as things 

may change due to covid regulations etc ***

15th January

North Midlands Cross Country 
League Meeting 4 at Berry Hill, 
Mansfield.

http://www.northmidsxcleague.co.uk/

North of England Indoor 
Championships u17/u20/Snr at 
Sheffield EIS

http://www.northernathletics.co.uk

16th January

Derbyshire MIni-League 
Sportshall Meet 4 at Queens Park 
Leisure Centre, Chesterfield

30th January

Sale Harriers Indoor Open Meet at 
Sport City Manchester

http://www.race-results.co.uk

6th February

North of England Indoor Champs 
u13/u15 at Sheffield EIS

http://www.northernathletics.co.uk

12th February

EA Junior Indoor Champs u15/u17/
u20 at Sheffield EIS

19th February

BUCS Indoor Champs at Sheffield EIS

More events can be viewed here:-

http://calendar.runjumpthrowathletics.
co.uk/
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NEXT ISSUE:  ...Gearing up for the Outdoor Season, Coaches Corner, Committee Chat, 
Competition Update and more
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Coaching Opportunity

The club has partnered with England 
Athletics to hold a coaching course 
at our base, Rutland Sports Park.

The course will be a mix of 
a virtual classrooms, online 
learning and a Practical Day.  

The sessions are as follows:

1 -   5th Feb 10:00 - 12:00 - Virtual

2 -   5th Feb 13:00 - 15:00 - Virtual

3 -   6th Feb 10:00 - 12:00 - Virtual

4 -   6th Feb 13:00 - 15:00 - Virtual

5 - 12th Feb 09:00 - 16:00 - 
Practical Day at Rutland Sports 
Park (tennis centre)

This course will be fully funded 
by the club, in return all we 
ask is that you help out at the 
club,  coaching our athletes for 
a minimum time / number of 
sessions. 

Committee Chat

Following the AGM on the 6th 
December,  the committee 
received reports from the Chair, 
the Secretary and the Treasurer - 
all of these reports were emailed 
out to all registered members for 
perusal - if you did not receive 
a copy please let us know and 
we will check/update our email 
addresses as required.

Existing club committee members 
were re-elected and we are 
pleased to say another 2 club 
members have stepped up to 
become general committee 
members - 

Danny Humphrey, who currently 
helps coach our younger 
contingent and Julie Feeney 
makes a very welcome return.
For those unaware, Julie not 
only coaches Hurdles and High 
Jump but has been an intrinsic 
part of AVEAC from its inception 
and is also on the committee of 
Derbyshire Athletics so its fair 
to say she brings a wealth of 
knowledge &  experience with her.

Volunteer positions - YOUR club needs YOU!

The club is run by volunteers. The coaches, officials, committee 
members and myriad of others that support the club in many different 
ways all undertake this work to ensure our athletes have the best 
opportunities to train, compete and enjoy athletics to the fullest.

some of the many volunteers that make a huge difference - want to join us?

However our group of volunteers is currently at an all time low - this is 
due to many factors - as athletes have got older and moved on, so the 
parent-helpers have also moved on. Covid has certainly had an impact 
- some athletes have chosen not to return and this has almost certainly 
had an impact on recruitment. Previously it was a lot easier to engage 
with parents - it has only been in the last few months that we have been 
allowed to have spectators/parents back on the stand to watch the 
athletes train so we would hope and encourage any parents sitting & 
watching their children to come forward to help the club survive and 
flourish.

Why not give it a go?

For further information on this 
exciting opportunity please 
contact any committee member 
at the club who will guide you 
through the process to book. 

This is a fantastic opportunity 
to begin your coaching journey 
leading to an official England 
Athletics qualification.

The Coaching Assistant course 
has been designed to introduce 
participants to coaching in 
athletics. It will cover basic 
principles of running, jumping 
and throwing as the cornerstone 
of all athletic events.

Website re-fresh

We are currently working towards 
a re-fresh of our website to incor-
porate all our other online chan-
nels to allow a more 'joined up' 
approach to our online presence. 
If you have any ideas regarding 
features you feel may be useful 
that we could incorporate,  please 
feel free to contact us!

www.aveac.org.uk

http://www.aveac.org.uk

